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The Gods do meditate, but in different terms and with a lot of different methods
than we do. Some meditations we are using are applied by them too, this is what
I believe. Your consciousness will reach its intended Higher state once you're a
God, the hyper conscious State that was Satan's intention. The differences come
from complete contact with one's subconscious and total control over this part of
the mind, as well as the soul in all its levels. Explaining this in linear terms is
really hard, but I try to do my best. Things you want today and are a creation of
destiny, or others, or bad fate or whatever, because one will have knowledge
over WHY these have occurred, He/She will be free to alter/change or deny their
'past' desires. Enlightenment brings a lot of skills from past lives, knowledge etc.
Thus, making one extremely wise about this given reality we live. The self-one is
after has achieved Godhead is what you are today, without dross and far more
expanded and wiser. It doesn't erase your personality, just weeds out dross from
one's soul and what desires are 'fake', like embed in a soul from others etc. Many
people don't realize that what 'they are' is the result of a lot of dross,
indoctrination, programming of others etc.

The True Self state is when all of these are gone, the so called 'karma' is gone
and there is no Saturn to cope with. In my awareness, when one reaches this
state, he will truly realize how fallen back in time is Humanity right now. Even I,
myself, get this feeling every day. Since one is more aware of the natural order,
He works better with nature etc. Not to mention the Hyper awareness of the
different levels of reality, the siddhis and how closer one becomes with the Gods.
All this goes far more than being untold. We just write it here in the most possibly
logical, understood and linear terms. There is no 'loss of self' in this road to
Godhead. Just realization of the self.

It’s very complex really, better to be experienced rather than to write this. Better
to strive there and see it happen because only then one will realize the true
process. Writings are minimal. Since it would take 50 posts to make this obvious,
better to work there. But again, the 'True self' concept is the fully empowered
person, with their brain fully operational and under their control, being
hyper-aware of their environment in both the astral and the physical level, with
Siddhis, intense wisdom and direct connection and mastery of the elements and
akasha principle. Knowledge over the natural laws, the how's and why's of the



chakras, how they work and operate with the universe, the how's behind reality
be it physical or whatever, soul and different subtle bodies. And the list goes on.

All these abilities are brought to surface by Satan's Kundalini combined with
one's personal effort in meditation. That’s why it happens gradually. Yeah, it’s a
long path but a well-deserved one, if not the most beautiful path. Makes life
worth it.

Hope I made it easier to understand.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!
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